
                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                   

 

What do you ThInK? 

  
In this series named “What do you ThInK?” we challenge you to find and solve 

errors. 

  

Nr. 10 – Linear static analysis with applied moment

 

Situation:  

 

A Student decides to model a beam under applied moment/Torque. 

 

He models the beam with solid elements, constrained in one end and moments applied to the other 

of magnitude 1000N-mm and in the z axis

 

 

 

 

The material and property data is as below

 

 

 

 

 

 

On running the analysis the job is completed successfully,
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model/simulation 

He models the beam with solid elements, constrained in one end and moments applied to the other 

 

 

 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                             

 

 

However on post processing the results are

 

 

 

 

What do you ThInK?  

What’s wrong? Why are there no displacements? 

Find a likely answer below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                

 

on post processing the results are of 0 displacement.  

Why are there no displacements?  

 

                                                     

 



                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                             

 

Nr. 10 – Linear static analysis with applied moment

 

A solid element has only 3 translational and no rotational dofs

moments applied to nodes.  

 

In FEA we then need to work around the above fact.

 

So we create a rigid element connected to the face of the beam where the moment needs to be 

applied, with all its dependant nodes on the solid face an

(HyperMesh calculates the independent node by itself) 

  

We then apply the same moment on the independent node. 

 

 

 

This provides the results as expected.

 

  

        

                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                

Linear static analysis with applied moment - Answer 

only 3 translational and no rotational dofs, hence solids do not support 

around the above fact. 

connected to the face of the beam where the moment needs to be 

applied, with all its dependant nodes on the solid face and a calculated independent node. 

(HyperMesh calculates the independent node by itself)  

We then apply the same moment on the independent node.  

This provides the results as expected. 

 

                                                     

solids do not support 

connected to the face of the beam where the moment needs to be 

d a calculated independent node. 

 

 


